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The  Innovative  Manufacturers’  Center  (IMC),
Inc.  is  excited  to  welcome  Brian  Wagner  as  a  Business  Advisor  and  Alisa
Fairweather as a Business Solutions Specialist to its team of Central PA resources.
In their new roles, Brian and Alisa will work closely with other members of the IMC
team in developing trusted advisor relationships with Central PA manufacturers and
providing manufacturers  with  a  wide  range of  high-value  services  that  directly
support their success. Brian and Alisa will actively contribute to developing and
implementing various services to clients that will improve their business strategy
and growth, process improvement, systematic innovation, among other areas.
“The IMC team is  excited to  have Brian and Alisa  join  us  to  better  serve the
manufacturers in our region. Brian brings with him a wealth of experience and
expertise  in  supply  chain  management,  production  planning,  and  strategic
procurement, acquired over decades of dedicated service in various manufacturing
environments.  Alisa’s  expertise  in  continuing  education  and  professional
development makes her a perfect match to assist our clients in advancing their
employee’s professional growth and business advancement.” Dennis Gilbert, IMC
President.

Brian Wagner is from Central PA and has worked in a variety of
manufacturing companies in the area as a purchasing manager,
warehouse manager, and production planner. “I look forward to
leveraging  my  experience  and  skills  to  support  the
manufacturing community and help them tap into the resources
needed to  succeed in  today’s  competitive  landscape.”  Brian
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Wagner, IMC Business Advisor. Brian is a Certified Purchasing
Manager, Certified Professional in Supply Chain Management, Certified Professional
in  Supplier  Diversity  and  holds  a  Bachelor  of  Science  in  Computer  Science
Engineering from Bucknell University.

Alisa Fairweather recently returned home to
Central PA from Oregon and brings with her
several  years  of  experience  in  career  and
professional development, strategic planning,
and policy development. “I am very excited to
join the IMC team. They are truly dedicated
to  their  mission  of  providing  services  and
resources  to  manufacturers  in  Central
Pennsylvania  and  contributing  to  the
economic  stability  of  the  region.”  Alisa  Fairweather,  IMC  Business  Solutions
Specialist.

Alisa has a Master of Public Heath from Portland State University and a Bachelor of
Arts in Psychology from the American University.
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